Institutional Highlights
TRUCEN 2012 Meeting at the University of Wisconsin-Madison

University representatives at TRUCEN’s 7th Annual Meeting were asked to briefly describe one action initiated by their institutions that has had an impact in advancing the community engagement and engaged scholarship on their campuses or for the field in general. They were asked to indicate the timeframe in their description as well as the department or area of the institution that was responsible for the development and implementation of the activity.

The categories include institutional initiatives, organizational structures, faculty programs, student programs, and university-community partnerships.

Highlights Index

Institutional Initiatives
Campus-wide vision or plan
185...............................................................Arizona State University
197...............................The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
203.................................................................Tulane University
205.........................University at Buffalo, State University of New York
215...............................................................University of Kansas
223.................................University of Notre Dame
225..................................................University of Tennessee, Knoxville
227..............................................................University of Washington

Organizational Structures
A new office, council, or structural piece that will institutionalize engagement endeavors
201.............................................................The University of Texas at Austin
207...........................................................University of California, Berkeley
219........................................University of Massachusetts Amherst
221...........................................................University of Minnesota
229...........................................................University of Wisconsin-Madison
Faculty Programs
187.................................................................Brown University
199.........................................................The University of Pennsylvania
209..............................................................University of Connecticut
211................................................................University of Georgia

Student Programs
189................................................................Duke University
195................................................................Stanford University

University-Community Partnerships:
Enhancements to meet community needs
191.............................................................Michigan State University
193.........................................................North Carolina State University
213................................................................University of Iowa
217................................................................University of Maryland
231.......................................................Washington University in St. Louis